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1 Introduction

Despite of substantial experimental and theoretical effort the microscopic properties of

dark matter particles are unknown. One problem that makes the extraction of these prop-

erties difficult is the plethora of competing theoretical models that provide dark matter

candidates. In principle in each of these models the fundamental properties of dark matter

particles can be extracted by contrasting the theoretical predictions with observation. In

practice, however, this task is not feasible due to the sheer number of feasible theoreti-

cal models.

To overcome this problem we begin with very general but minimal theoretical assump-

tions regarding the physics underlying dark matter particles. We adopt the effective field

theory framework which, in principle, contains all specific dark matter models that can be

formulated as a quantum field theory [1]. For simplicity we augment the Standard Model

of particle physics with a single dark matter candidate and assume that all other degrees of

freedom are either heavy enough to be integrated out or couple to the observable spectrum
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Figure 1. Effective interaction between a dark matter particle χ, its anti-particle χ̄, a standard

matter particle f , and its anti-matter partner f̄ . The three different orientation of the same diagram

shows the three different ways of observing dark matter: indirect detection (left), direct detection

(middle) and collider production (right).

with negligible strength [2]. We then calculate dark matter observables and contrast them

with experiment. Using Bayesian inference we can confine the most fundamental properties

of dark matter particles, such as their mass and interaction strength with ordinary matter

and force particles.

The main price that we pay for relying on effective field theory rather than a specific

theoretical model is that our prediction is less informative. This means that the probability

distributions that we extract for the mass and interaction strength of dark matter particles

are wider, less peaked, compared to those for a specific model. In the present work, however,

our aim is to show that the single assumption that dark matter is a thermal relic leads to

the conclusion that the new physics associated with it is characterized by a mass scale that

is not too far from the electroweak scale. As we will see the effective field theory framework

provides us with enough precision for this statement. Another possible drawback of the

effective field theory frameworks is that in some new physics scenarios various assumptions

might conspire to change the conclusion of our analysis [3]. In the Bayesian spirit, where

Occam’s razor depletes the probability of increasingly complicated theories, we are willing

to take this chance.

Although, to date, there is no non-gravitational evidence for it, dark matter might be

observable in three non-gravitational ways. Based on our knowledge of matter it is expected

that dark matter annihilates with its anti-particle or it might decay into standard matter

particles. In this case dark matter annihilation or decay products modify the cosmic ray

distribution in our galaxy. Tantalising deviations from background expectations were found

by the Fermi LAT [4] and AMS [5] collaborations, with conclusive evidence still missing.

Such an observation of dark matter particles would constitute their indirect detection. In

the language of effective field theory the first diagram of figure 1 shows this possibility

for annihilating dark matter. In the early universe the same interaction depleted the

(comoving) dark matter density to the level of today [6].

It appears that galaxies rotate faster than estimated based on their ordinary matter

content. The measured rotation rate implies that substantial amount of dark matter is

distributed even within our solar system. Thus, dark matter particles might collide with

nuclei within a well shielded detector [7, 8]. Such collisions may have already been detected

by the DAMA [9], CoGeNT [10], CRESST [11], and CDMS collaborations [12]. Detecting
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dark matter this way is known as direct detection and shown by the second diagram of

figure 1. Direct and indirect detection experiments, together with other astrophysical

information, provide important constraints on the dark matter mass and its interaction

strength with ordinary matter [13–16].

Based on possible theories of new physics underlying dark matter, such as the WIMP

miracle, it is expected that dark matter particles can be produced at high energy and lu-

minosity particle collisions. The highest energy particle machine, the CERN Large Hadron

Collider (LHC), can produce dark matter in proton-proton collisions as shown in the third

diagram of figure 1. Since dark matter particles do not leave a trace in the LHC detec-

tors, a signal is searched for in events with dark matter produced in conjunction with a

single photon, other weak boson, or a jet. The analysis of mono-jet plus large missing

transverse momentum events at the 8 TeV LHC has pushed the effective interaction scale

of Dirac fermion dark matter particles up to 700 GeV and 900 GeV from ATLAS [17] and

CMS [18], respectively.

In this work we confront the experimental limits with the theoretical predictions of

effective field theory for the above observables to infer the most probable mass of dark

matter particles and their interaction strengths with ordinary matter. We perform param-

eter extraction in the context of Bayesian inference. The rest of the paper is organized as

follows. In section 2, we recap the effective field theory (EFT) description of dark matter

and discuss the dark matter relic density constraint on the mass and interaction scale of

various dark matter candidates. In section 3, we perform a Bayesian analysis of the EFT

parameter spaces and show the posterior probability distribution of marginalized dark mat-

ter mass, interaction scale and proton-dark matter scattering cross section. We summarize

our results in section 4.

2 The effective field theory of dark matter

The simplest way to build an effective field theory of dark matter is to introduce a new

Standard Model (SM) gauge singlet quantum field, χ. This field is assumed to be odd under

a new parity transformation, the eigenvalues of which are conserved quantum numbers.

Since all the SM fields are assumed to have even parity, χ is guaranteed to be stable and

can only be created or annihilated in pairs. For completeness we examine five different

cases with the χ field being a real scalar (RS), complex scalar (CS), Dirac fermion (DF),

Majorana fermion (MF), and vector boson (VB). We augment the SM by adding kinetic and

mass terms for χ. The interaction Lagrangian containing all Lorentz and gauge invariant

operators of dimension-5 for (real or complex) scalar and vector boson, and dimension-6

for Dirac or Majorana fermion particles is scematically given by

Lχ =
∑
i,f

CiOi,f . (2.1)

Here Ci and Oi,f denote a set of coefficients and operators relevant to different structures

of χ interacting with SM fields. The explicit expressions of Ci and Oi,f are shown in

table 1, 2, 3, and 4 for DF, MF, VB, RS and CS dark matter, respectively. For generality we

couple the dark matter field to over all SM fermions f with the exception of the neutrinos.
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Label Operator Oi,f Coefficient Ci

D1 χ̄χf̄f
mf
Λ3
D1

D2 χ̄γ5χf̄f
imf
Λ3
D2

D3 χ̄χf̄γ5f
imf
Λ3
D3

D4 χ̄γ5χf̄γ5f
mf
Λ3
D4

D5 χ̄γµχf̄γµf
1

Λ2
D5

D6 χ̄γµγ5χf̄γµf
i

Λ2
D6

D7 χ̄γµχf̄γµγ5f
i

Λ2
D7

D8 χ̄γµγ5χf̄γµγ5f
1

Λ2
D8

Table 1. The operators and coefficients for a pair of Dirac fermion dark matter coupling to SM

fermions, where Oi,f and Ci are used in eq. (2.1).

For simplicity, we ignore operators with dark matter coupling to two gluons. These

gluonic operators are the most important for collider production where the four-particle

interaction approximation could also break down. The inclusion of these operators in

the collider observables would slightly change our credibility regions only for low dark

matter masses. The gluonic operators potentially also contribute to direct detection. The

uncertaity introduced by nuclear form factors, however, is comparable or possibly even

higher in that case.

2.1 Interaction operators for various spin cases

In table 1 with a pair of DF dark matter particles coupling to the SM fermions, operators

D1-D4 represent interactions via a heavy scalar mediator, such as the Higgs boson, with

varying parity structures. The inclusion of the fermion mass in the coefficients of these

operators prevents flavor violation in the ultraviolet (UV). Operators D5-D8 represent

interactions mediated by a vector particle, again with differing parity alignments. Further

operators could be included to allow for a tensor mediator or to include the possibility of a

composite dark matter particle (in this case one could introduce electric/magnetic dipole

interactions). Here we ignore χ couplings to photon or gluon field strength tensors, as they

have one higher dimension and are generated at loop level.

Dimensionless factors could be arbitrarily multiplied to the coefficients of the operators,

however, this would drastically increase the size of the parameter space and make our

analysis prohibitive. Since adding the dimensionless factors explicitly would not greatly

alter the physics (just the magnitude of the Λ’s), we instead ignore such factors for all

coefficients. The parameter space is thus more manageable, with a dimensionality of 9:

ΛD1 − ΛD8 and mχ. The above two assumptions are also applied for other spin cases

discussed below.
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Label Operator Oi,f Coefficient Ci

M1 χ̄χf̄f
mf

2Λ3
M1

M2 χ̄γ5χf̄f
imf

2Λ3
M2

M3 χ̄χf̄γ5f
imf

2Λ3
M3

M4 χ̄γ5χf̄γ5f
imf

2Λ3
M4

M5 χ̄γµγ5χf̄γµf
1

2Λ2
M5

M6 χ̄γµγ5χf̄γµγ5f
1

2Λ2
M6

Table 2. The operators and coefficients for a pair of Majorana fermion dark matter coupling to

SM fermions, where Oi,f and Ci are used in eq. (2.1).

Label Operator Oi,f Coefficient Ci

V1 χµχµf̄f
mf

2Λ2
V 1

V2 χµχµf̄γ5f
imf

2Λ2
V 2

V3 XµνXµν f̄f
mf

4Λ4
V 3

V4 XµνXµν f̄γ5f
imf

4Λ4
V 4

Table 3. The operators and coefficients for a pair of vector boson dark matter coupling to SM

fermions, where Oi,f and Ci are used in eq. (2.1).

The MF dark matter candidate gains particular attention from the well studied su-

persymmetric neutralino. The set of MF dark matter interactions with SM fermions, as

shown in table 2, is very similar to the Dirac fermion case. The difference is due to the

Majorana fermion being its own anti-particle, with the consequence that the χ̄γµχ bilinear

is absent and the general convention includes a factor of 1
2 in the coefficient. The same

situation happens to RS dark matter candidate compared to CS case as shown in table 4.

A less thoroughly explored scenario is that of a VB dark matter candidate with cou-

plings to SM fermions shown in table 3. Such a particle may be the gauge boson of a new

Abelian gauge symmetry, and in such a case all the SM fields are assumed to be singlets

under the same symmetry.

The real and complex scalar dark matter scenarios are interesting because these are the

simplest extensions to the SM that could solve the DM problem. The relevant interaction

operators are shown in table 4.

One of the first analyses of effective dark matter interactions was carried out by Bel-

tran et al. [19], which was restricted to considering DF dark matter particles. Goodman

et al. explored a comprehensive list of operators which we will draw from [20–22]. While

this was a comprehensive analysis, it only considered a single dark matter interaction at
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Label Operator Oi,f Coefficient Ci

R1 χχf̄f
mf

2Λ2
R1

R2 χχf̄γ5f
imf
2Λ2

R2

C1 χ†χf̄f
mf
Λ2
C1

C2 χ†χf̄γ5f
imf
Λ2
C2

C3 χ†∂µχf̄γ
µf 1

Λ2
C3

C4 χ†∂µχf̄γ
µγ5f

1
Λ2
C4

Table 4. The operators and coefficients for a pair of real and complex scalar dark matter coupling

to SM fermions, where Oi,f and Ci are used in eq. (2.1).

a time. Another analysis using gamma ray data was carried out by Cheung et al. who

considered similar operators to Goodman et al. but instead utilized diffuse gamma ray

observations [23]. Cao et al. considered models of DF, RS and vector bosons, where mul-

tiple operators where allowed to contribute [24], though all with the same strength. Other

notable analyses include those by Fox et al. who considered DF dark matter coupled to lep-

tons at LEP [25] and to quarks at the Tevatron [26]. See also the related work by Kopp [27],

produced in collaboration with Fox et al., where constraints from both the Tevatron and

LEP are included. Beltran et al. considered a similar case of dark matter at colliders,

but included an outlook for LHC detection prospects [28]. A more general application

of effective theories to identifying new physics at colliders, with emphasis on early results

targeted at discovering supersymmetry, was carried out by Alves et al. [29]. Taking the UV

completion to be at the Planck scale was explored by [30], and a thorough compendium

of operators at the level of matrix elements can be found in [31]. A comprehensive study

of direct detection of dark matter with arbitrary spin and consistent effective field theory

expansion have recently appeared [32].

To extend and complement the previous work of others, we generalise the above models

and perform a Bayesian analysis on them. We allow for a more general description of reality

where more than one operator can contribute, and not necessarily with the same strength.

This greatly increases the computational complexity of the problem. Thus, initially, we

restrict the parameter space to a subset of operators that represent common interactions:

those mediated by scalars and vectors.

2.2 Dark matter abundance constraint on the scale of new physics

The Planck satellite measured the dark matter abundance of the universe, in units of the

critical density, to be Ωχh
2 = 0.1196± 0.0031 [33]. For a thermal relic this abundance can

be predicted as

Ωχh
2 =

8πG

3
s0Y0mχ '

8.33× 10−12

〈σannvrel〉avg
. (2.2)
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Here h is the present value of Hubble parameter in units of 100 km/(s ·Mpc), G is Newton’s

constant, s0 is the present entropy density, and Y0 is the present co-moving number density

of the dark matter particles [34].

The thermally averaged annihilation cross section can be calculated in each model via

〈σannvrel〉avg =
1√
8π

∫ ∞
2

σχχ→ff̄ (x)x3/2(x2 − 4)FxF (x)dx (2.3)

where the function FxF (x) and the total annihilation cross section σχχ→ff̄ are given in the

appendix A for various dark matter candidates we consider here.

In general, the interaction cut-off scales in all coefficients cannot be indefinitely large,

otherwise, the dark matter annihilation rate would be too slow, which then leads to ex-

cessive relic abundance. There is thus a maximal cut-off scale at which the correct relic

density can be satisfied. Note that the upper bound on the mediator scale can also be

obtained using perturbative unitarity constraint, in the context of particular Higgs portal

models, as explored in ref. [35]. To find the approximate upper limit of cut-off scale, we

take a universal Λ in all operators for various dark matter candidates. Then we perform

the integration in eq. (2.3) with a typical freeze out of xF ≡ mχ/T = 30 with T being

the freeze out temperature. Note that, in order to guarantee the validity of the effective

field theory framework, the cut-off scale has to be larger than the dark matter mass, i.e.

Λ >
mχ
2π . We thus set mχ = 2πΛ in the calculation. This choice also gives the allowed

upper limit of mχ. The obtained upper limits of universal Λ and mχ for the various dark

matter models are summarized in table 5. One can see that the upper limits of Λ are at

the level of 103 − 104 GeV with the consequent mχ ∼ 104 GeV. The approximate numbers

in table 5 agree well with the more precise values we obtain numerically. During our nu-

merical analysis we determine the preferred Λ ranges based on a micrOmegas calculation

of the relic abundance [36].

While in general quite robust, the validity of the effective field theory approach may

break down under various circumstances. Here we provide two examples when predictions

of the effective theory for the relic abundance become unreliable. This scenario typically

happens while the dark matter mass approaches the cut-off scale. It may occur, for example,

that in the full theory there exist one or more particles with mass about 10-20 percent

above the mass of the dark matter particle. These degrees of freedom are integrated out

in the effective description. Thus, when calculating relic abundance of dark matter in this

framework, co-annihilation cannot be taken into account. Ignoring co-annihilations in such

as case can lead to a significant overestimate of the dark matter relic density as it was

shown in figure 1 of ref. [37]. A similar caveat is presented by the case when in the full

theory a particle is almost degenerate in mass with the dark matter particle. As shown in

figure 2 of ref. [38] co-annihilation with such a particle can significantly enhance the total

cross section of dark matter into standard particles thereby depleting its abundance.

3 Preferred mass and cut-off regions

While mass, spin and interaction strengths are highly sought after fundamental properties

of dark matter, Bayesian statistics is the mathematical tool for model parameter extrac-
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Model mχ (GeV) Λ (GeV)

DF 3.0× 104 4.7× 103

MF 8.8× 104 1.4× 104

CS 4.5× 104 7.1× 103

RS 1.1× 104 1.6× 103

VB 4.8× 104 7.7× 103

Table 5. The maximal values for the dark matter mass and cut-off scale satisfying relic density

constraint in the five considered models.

tion. Based on the available experimental information we can calculate the probability

distributions of dark matter mass and cut-off scales using Bayesian inference. We perform

a Bayesian analysis using a multi-modal nested sampling algorithm to scan and extract the

parameter space of the dark matter models described in above section. The masses shown

in table 5 are used as upper limit for the parameter scan of mχ. We vary cut-off scales for

different operators and allow Λi to be less constrained to account for the possibility of an

operator not being present in the full theory. A value of 3× 106 GeV for maximal Λi was

found to sufficiently suppress the presence of extra operators. The lower limits of mχ and

Λ’s were set at 2 GeV.

In our calculation the total annihilation cross sections are computed using CalcHEP [39],

with the model files generated from LanHEP [40]. Subsequent calculations, including relic

density, direct and indirect detection cross sections are implemented with micrOmegas [36].

Nested sampling and posterior distribution calculations are performed by Multinest [41].

Likelihood functions for the relevant experimental constraints are discussed in appendix

B. The experimental data is drawn from Planck [33] for relic abundance and LUX [42],

CDMSlite [43] and XENON100 [44] for direct detection. Gaussian kernel smoothing is

applied before plotting the resultant credible regions of the marginalized posteriors. Note

that in some cases the smoothing pushes into disallowed regions, in these cases the cred-

ible regions should be thought of as overly conservative. We defer further details of our

Bayesian analysis to appendix B.

3.1 Posterior probabilities for mχ and Λi

In this section, we show the posterior probability results for various dark matter candidates

based on DM relic density and direct detection constrains.

3.1.1 Dirac fermion

First we show the resulting posterior probability distribution for the Dirac fermion, marginal-

ized to the minimal cut-off scale vs. the dark matter mass in figure 2. The minimal cut-off

is taken as the smallest value for Λi in the set of operators. This is done to capture the

dominant operator, contributing the most to the relic abundance or the direct detection

cross section, at each point in the multiple dimension space. We focus on the minimal scale

because in this work we are primarily interested in the scale of new physics that is the clos-
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Figure 2. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the minimal Λ scale and the mass of

the Dirac fermion dark matter particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible

regions, respectively. The red line corresponds to Λ =
mχ

2π .

est to the electroweak scale. The results for individual cut-offs are displayed in appendix

C. The DF dark matter mass is favoured to be less than 100 GeV in the 1σ credible region,

with a significant portion below 10 GeV. The minimal cut-off scale is spread over a wider

range, i.e. 10 GeV< Λ < 103 GeV.

The posterior distributions marginalized to the dark matter-nucleon cross sections

(spin-independent σSI and spin-dependent σSD) as a function of mχ, are shown in figure 3.

For DF dark matter, in the non-relativistic and zero momentum transfer limit, the contri-

butions to σSI come from scalar and vector couplings (D1 and D5) and the contribution to

σSD is from axial-vector coupling (D8). The large number of operators in this model allows

the direct detection cross sections to take on a wide range of values [45], such that even

the 1σ credible region spans 14 orders of magnitude. While a large portion of the poste-

rior probability is accessible to future multi-ton scale direct detection experiments, some

of the region is below the lower limit from neutrino background, i.e. 10−48 cm2 [46–49].

In contrast, given the more widely distributed posterior distribution of σSD and the lower

sensitivity of experiments, a larger portion of the posterior is out of reach.

3.1.2 Majorana fermion

The posterior probability distribution obtained for the MF dark matter model, marginal-

ized to the minimal cutoff scale vs. mχ is shown in figure 4. Similarly to the DF case light

dark matter mass favoured with mχ below 10 GeV, but with a more significant tail rang-

– 9 –
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Figure 3. Dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section versus the mass of the Dirac fermion

dark matter particle. The spin-independent (dependent) cross section is shown in the left (right)

frame. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions, respectively. LUX

(SI) and Xenon100 (SD) 90% exclusion curves are shown in solid red, projected Xenon1t (SI, 2.6

tonne-years, retrieved via DMtools) limits are in dashed red.

ing to hundreds of GeV. This result is fairly consistent with the expectations of a natural

supersymmetric neutralino mass. In the 2σ credible region, the MF distribution stretches

higher in mass (∼ 80 TeV) than in any other model, reflecting the results presented in

table 5. The distribution marginalized to the mass is similar to that obtained for the DF

model and due to the similarity of the Dirac and Majorana operators.

The posterior distribution for the MF dark matter, marginalized to the σSI (σSD) vs.

mχ plane, is shown in the left (right) panel of figure 5. Similar to the DF model, there are

some high probability regions that will be probed at future experiments, but there remains

a significant portion of the probability density far beyond the feasible reach of such exper-

iments. Comparison of the posterior distribution accessible to future experiments shows

that spin dependent experiments appear to have more high probability region accessible

to them.

3.1.3 Complex scalar

The marginalized posterior distribution for the CS dark matter model is given in figure 6.

The 1σ credible region in this case is bimodal and is much narrowed compared to the

fermionic models, giving a preferred dark matter mass below 100 GeV or 200 GeV< mχ <

6.3 TeV and the minimal cut-off is around 100 GeV or 1 TeV.

The posterior probability distribution marginalized to the σSI vs. mχ plane is shown

in figure 7. The bimodal distribution is still evident, showing that the isolated higher-

mass region is not discoverable in upcoming direct detection experiments. This bimodal

nature of the posterior distribution can be understood as a threshold effect by examining

eq. (A.4) which gives the annihilation cross section of the complex scalar dark matter

– 10 –
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Figure 4. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the minimal Λ scale and the mass of

the Majorana fermion dark matter particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ

credible regions, respectively. The red line corresponds to Λ =
mχ

2π .

Figure 5. Dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section versus the mass of the Majorana

fermion DM particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions, re-

spectively. LUX (SI) and Xenon100 (SD) 90% exclusion curves are shown in solid red, projected

Xenon1t (SI, 2.6 tonne-years) limits are in dashed red.

particle to standard top quarks. When the dark matter mass passes the top threshold the

values of ΛCi abruptly change to produce the observed dark matter relic density. Most of

the 1σ region is out of the sensitivity range of future experiments, but unlike for fermionic
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Figure 6. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the minimal Λ scale and the mass of

the complex scalar dark matter particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible

regions, respectively. The red line corresponds to Λ =
mχ

2π .

dark matter, there is still large portion of high mass region that could be accessible for

SD detection.

3.1.4 Real scalar

The posterior probability distribution for the RS dark matter model, marginalized to the

minimum cut-off scale, is shown in figure 8. The credible regions are almost identical to

those of the CS dark matter. The distribution is also bimodal in the 1σ region with the

mass < 10 GeV and 200 GeV-10 TeV. The minimal cut-off scale is also strongly bimodal,

with peaks at 150 GeV and 1.5 TeV and the higher region being more favoured.

The posterior, marginalized to the σSI vs. mχ plane, is shown in figure 9. The dis-

tribution now shows three clearly favoured regions at 1σ, each of which can be partially

probed at future experiments. The prospect of finding real scalar dark matter at future

experiments is not optimistic, as only a very small amount of the posterior mass could

be accessible.

3.1.5 Vector boson

Figure 10 shows the resulting marginalized posterior probability distribution for the VB

dark matter, in the minimum cut-off vs. mχ plane. While the distribution is bimodal,

when marginalized to the mass parameter, it is clear that the low mass, under 10 GeV, is

the favoured region. At 2σ, however, the region extends to 40 TeV. The minimum cut-off

scale is almost trimodal, but is mostly favoured to be around 100 GeV or 1 TeV.
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Figure 7. Dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section versus the mass of the complex scalar

DM particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions, respectively. LUX

(SI) 90% exclusion curve is shown in solid red, projected Xenon1t (SI, 2.6 tonne-years) limits are

in dashed red.

Figure 8. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the minimal Λ scale and the mass of

the real scalar dark matter particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible

regions, respectively. The red line corresponds to Λ =
mχ

2π .
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Figure 9. Dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section versus the mass of the real scalar dark

matter particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions, respectively.

LUX (SI) 90% exclusion curve is shown in solid red, projected Xenon1t (SI, 2.6 tonne-years) limits

are in dashed red.

Figure 10. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the minimal Λ scale and the mass of

the vector boson dark matter particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible

regions, respectively. The red line corresponds to Λ =
mχ

2π .
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Figure 11. Dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section versus the mass of the vector boson

DM particle. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions, respectively. LUX

(SI) 90% exclusion curve is shown in solid red, projected Xenon1t (SI, 2.6 tonne-years) limits are

in dashed red.

The posterior, marginalized to the σSI vs. mχ plane, is shown in figure 11. With a

large amount of the posterior mass lying within the sensitivity range of future experiments,

VB dark matter is the most accessible one among all the models considered here.

3.2 Astrophysical and collider experiments

Besides relic abundance and direct detection experiments, astrophysical and collider exper-

iments give additional constrains on the DM models. We find, however, that astrophysical

experiments have negligible effect beyond the constraints discussed above. This is not

surprising, as it is known that typically large boost factors are expected to see an as-

trophysical signal of dark matter annihilation [50–53]. For this reason we only include

indirect detection constraints in our analysis in the case of Dirac fermion dark matter for

illustrative purposes.1

Collider experiments are not much more constraining than the relic density and direct

detection together [57], except in the low mass region. However, there are two relevant

operators for DF (D5 and D8) where collider limits are competitive and readily avail-

able [58]. There are caveats when applying LHC constraints in the effective field theory

framework [59–62]. For illustrative purposes figure 12 below shows the effect of adding col-

lider (D5 and D8) and astrophysical constraints (Fermi-LAT [63]) to a Dirac fermion scan.2

1The proper implementation of indirect detection limits in the effective field theory context is quite

complicated as seen from refs. [54–56].
2To date, there exists no analysis that provides collider exclusion limits that could be turned into bounds

for the effective field theory framework for other dark matter candidates such as the scalar scenario.
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Figure 12. Dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section versus the mass of the Dirac fermion

dark matter particle. The spin independent cross section is shown in the left frame, and the spin de-

pendent cross section in the right frame. Blue regions have direct detection bounds only (as above),

green regions have direct detection bounds and collider bounds, while red shows direct, indirect and

collider bounds. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions, respectively.

4 Summary

We carried out a comprehensive and model-independent analysis for various dark matter

candidates based on the effective field theory framework. By using the Bayesian inference

we calculated posterior probabilities for the parameters of the five different effective dark

matter models. To extract these probabilities we relied on multiple observations, such as

the dark matter abundance and direct detection limits. Inclusion of further experimental

constraints can make our analysis even more informative.

Some general conclusions observed in all the explored models are

• The scale where new physics cuts off the effective theory cannot be indefinitely large

as a consequence of preventing overproducing dark matter relic abundance. Their

universal upper limit is at the level of 103 − 104 GeV at 1σ CL.

• A light dark matter mass is favoured, in the region of 10-100 GeV, which agrees with

expectations of naturalness of new physics [32, 64], and various putative dark matter

signals [65].

• While future direct detection and collider searches will be able to probe or constrain

these models further, considerable part of the feasible parameter space is out of their

reach. While this might not give an optimistic outlook for discovering dark matter

in the near future, it forces us to consider new avenues for the experimental and

theoretical exploration of the dark matter problem.

• With the exception of the vector boson model, the most favoured operators in all the

models contain the f̄γµf bilinear. This suggests a skewed sense of parity between the
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Standard Model and the dark sector. The emergence of such generic features shows

the power of the effective field theory approach combined with Bayesian inference to

solve the dark matter problem.
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A Function FxF
(x) and the total annihilation cross section

The function FxF (x) is defined as, and approximated via a power expansion of the Bessel

functions around x = 0:

FxF (x) =

√
xπ

2

∫ 1/xF

0

K1(xy )

yK2( 1
y )2

dy

≈ xπ

2

√
π

x− 2

(
1− Erf

[√
(x− 2)xF

])
+ xπ

(
3

8x
− 15

4

)
×
(
e(2−x)xF

√
x−1
F −

√
x− 2

√
π
(

1− Erf
[√

(x− 2)xF

]))
+
xπ

3

(
285

32
− 45

32x
− 15

128x2

)
×
(

2
√
π
(

1− Erf
[√

(x− 2)xF

])
(x− 2)3/2

+e(2−x)xF

(
x
−3/2
F + 2(2− x)

√
x−1
F

))
. (A.1)

The total cross sections of dark matter annihilating to a pair of SM fermions, given

the operators in tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, are

σDFann =
∑
f=l,q

NC

48πsΛ6
D1Λ6

D2Λ6
D3Λ6

D4Λ4
D5Λ4

D6Λ4
D7Λ4

D8

√
s− 4m2

f

s− 4m2
χ

×[Λ6
D1(Λ6

D2(Λ6
D3(4Λ6

D4(Λ4
D5(Λ4

D6(Λ4
D7(4m2

f (7m2
χ − s) + s(s− 4m2

χ))

+Λ4
D8(4m2

f − s)(2m2
χ + s)) + Λ4

D7Λ4
D8(2m2

f + s)(4m2
χ − s))

+Λ4
D6Λ4

D7Λ4
D8(2m2

f + s)(2m2
χ + s))− 24Λ3

D4Λ4
D5Λ4

D6Λ4
D7Λ2

D8m
2
fmχs

+3Λ4
D5Λ4

D6Λ4
D7Λ4

D8m
2
fs

2) + 3Λ6
D4Λ4

D5Λ4
D6Λ4

D7Λ4
D8m

2
fs(s− 4m2

χ))

+3Λ6
D3Λ6

D4Λ4
D5Λ4

D6Λ4
D7Λ4

D8m
2
fs(s− 4m2

f ))

−3Λ6
D2Λ6

D3Λ6
D4Λ4

D5Λ4
D6Λ4

D7Λ4
D8(4m2

f − s)(s− 4m2
χ)], (A.2)

σMF
ann =

∑
f=l,q

NC

48πsΛ6
M1Λ6

M2Λ6
M3Λ6

M4Λ4
M5Λ4

M6

√
s− 4m2

f

s− 4m2
χ

×[Λ6
M1(Λ6

M2(Λ6
M3(4Λ6

M4(Λ4
M5(4m2

f (7m2
χ − s) + s(s− 4m2

χ))
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−Λ4
M6(2m2

f + s)(4m2
χ − s))− 3Λ4

M5Λ4
M6m

2
fs

2)

+3Λ6
M4Λ4

M5Λ4
M6m

2
fs(s− 4m2

χ)) + 3Λ6
M3Λ6

M4Λ4
M5Λ4

M6m
2
fs(s− 4m2

f ))

−3Λ6
M2Λ6

M3Λ6
M4Λ4

M5Λ4
M6m

2
f (4m2

f − s)(s− 4m2
χ)], (A.3)

σCSann =
∑
f=l,q

NC

48πsΛ4
C1Λ4

C2Λ4
C3Λ4

C4

√
s− 4m2

f

s− 4m2
χ

×[6Λ4
C2Λ4

C3Λ4
C4m

2
f (s− 4m2

f )− Λ4
C1Λ4

C2Λ4
C3(2m2

f (8m2
χ − 5s) + s(s− 4m2

χ))

+Λ4
C1Λ4

C2Λ4
C4(2m2

f + s)(4m2
χ − s)− 12Λ4

C1Λ2
C2Λ4

C3Λ2
C4m

2
fs

+6Λ4
C1Λ4

C3Λ4
C4m

2
fs], (A.4)

σRSann =
∑
f=l,q

NC

8πsΛ4
R1Λ4

R2

√
s− 4m2

f

s− 4m2
χ

m2
f (Λ4

R2(s− 4m2
f ) + sΛ4

R1), (A.5)

σV Bann =
∑
f=l,q

NC

144πsΛ4
V 1Λ4

V 2Λ8
V 3Λ8

V 4

√
s− 4m2

f

s− 4m2
χ

m2
f

×[6Λ4
V 1Λ2

V 2Λ8
V 3Λ4

V 4s(2m
2
χ − s) + 8Λ4

V 1Λ8
V 3Λ8

V 4s

+Λ4
V 2(Λ8

V 3(Λ4
V 1s(6m

4
χ − 4m2

χs+ s2) + 8Λ8
V 4(s− 4m2

f ))

−Λ4
V 1Λ8

V 4(4m2
f − s)(6m4

χ − 4m2
χs+ s2)

+6Λ2
V 1Λ4

V 3Λ8
V 4(4m2

f − s)(s− 2m2
χ))], (A.6)

where NC = 1(3) for SM leptons (quarks).

B Bayesian inference

In this section we briefly summarize the statistical underpinnings of our analysis. Given

two non-exclusive propositions, A and B, the plausibility of these two propositions in light

of some prior information, I, is P (A|I) and P (B|I). The plausibility that they are both

correct is given by the conditional probability

P (AB|I) = P (A|BI)P (B|I). (B.1)

The symmetry of the conditional probability under the exchange of A and B leads to

Bayes’ theorem:

P (A|BI) =
P (B|AI)P (A|I)

P (B|I)
. (B.2)

We introduce the standard names used for these quantities in parameter extraction. If A

represents a hypothesis then P (A|I) is called the prior probability. This represents the

plausibility of our hypothesis given information prior the observation B. The likelihood

function P (B|AI) represents how accurately the hypothesis can replicate the data. The

posterior probability P (A|BI) quantifies the plausibility of the hypothesis A given the data

B. The evidence P (B|I) serves to normalize the posterior.
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For the posterior to represent a proper probability distribution we must have a complete

set of independent hypotheses such that∑
i

P (Hi) = 1, (B.3)

with A = H1. For theoretical models with a continuous parameter θ the above formula

can be recast in the form

P(θ|B, I) =
L(B|θ, I)π(θ, I)

ε(B, I)
. (B.4)

The posterior distribution in the latter form can be used to estimate the most likely pa-

rameter region of a theory. In the case of a continuous parameter the evidence is calculated

via an integral over the full parameter space

ε(B, I) =

∫
θ
L(B|θ, I)π(θ, I)dθ. (B.5)

Marginalization is performed by integrating the posterior over various parameters in

the higher dimensional parameter space

P(θj) =

∫ ∏
i 6=j

dθiP(θi). (B.6)

B.1 Likelihood functions

Whenever an experimental central value is available with an uncertainty, we cast the likeli-

hood function in the form of a Gaussian distribution centered on the measured value with

standard deviation equal to the uncertainty:

Li(d|θ, I) =
1√
2πσ

Exp

(
−(x(θ)− d)2

2σ2

)
. (B.7)

For experiments that only place a bound on a particular parameter, the likelihood function

will take the form of a complementary error function:

Li(d|θ, I) =
1

2
Erfc

(
x(θ)− d

2σ

)
. (B.8)

The composite likelihood combines likelihood functions for various data points di at

the parameter point θ

LT(D|θ, I) =
∏
i

Li(di|θ, I). (B.9)

We combine experimental and theoretical uncertainties in quadrature, and assume

that theoretical calculations of relic density and direct detection have an error of 10%

throughout the whole parameter space.

C Posterior probability distributions for individual operator

Here we include plots of the posterior probability distributions marginalized to the Λi
versus DM particle mass.
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Figure 13. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the ΛDi scale (i = 1 − 8) and the

mass of the Dirac fermion DM particle.
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Figure 14. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the ΛMi scale (i = 1 − 6) and the

mass of the Majorana fermion DM particle.
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Figure 15. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the ΛCi scale (i = 1 − 4) and the

mass of the complex scalar DM particle.

Figure 16. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the ΛRi scale (i = 1 − 2) and the

mass of the real scalar DM particle.
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Figure 17. Posterior probability distribution marginalized to the ΛV i scale (i = 1 − 4) and the

mass of the vector boson DM particle.
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